
The Top Ten ways the children feel they are 

encouraged to use their Ashley Learning    

Powers: 

Collated from a questionnaire completed by the 

children in 2014  

1. Written comments by teachers   

in your book 

2. Stars of the week 

3. Year 6 Celebration Assembly   

input 

4.  Learning activities to teach    

Ashley Learning Powers 
 

5.  Teachers talking about Ashley   

Learning Powers  

6.  Displays around school 

7.  Class Displays 

8.  Stickers 

9.  Puppets 

10. Other children talking about Ashley Learning  

Powers 
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“Learning how to learn is life’s most important skill.”             
Tony Buzan 
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Ethos: 

At Ashley Junior School we believe in 

the importance of  encouraging     

success and building aspirations for 

all our children. We do this by        

reflecting on how and why a success 

has been achieved. 

Learning Focus in the Classroom: 

Our teachers plan for learning in the classroom using real life 

opportunities and by discussing the learning process. We  

recognise that if the children are excited and involved, they 

will learn more. 

A Common Language for Learning: 

We have a common language for learning across our school. 

We have built on the Learning Powers used in Ashley Infant 

School and have worked together to improve consistency 

across our two schools. Our language for learning is used 

throughout the school by everyone: children, teachers, LSAs 

and lunchtime supervisors. This helps us to talk about and 

understand how we learn, both within school and in our     

hobbies. We believe the attributes and attitudes our children 

learn at this school will 

help them to become 

good learners for life. We 

would like you to share in 

our Ashley Learning      

Powers too. 

All the children work towards their maths passports. Resilience 

is needed  and works best when supported at home and at 

school. 

The marking in our books often needs our thinking skills 

and provides an opportunity for extending the learning. 

We use special pens for 

marking:  “Tickled pink” 

and “Green for Growth”. 

Our learning walls in the class room 

remind us what we are learning 

about, what our targets are and how 

we can continue to improve. Lanyards  worn by staff may have 

reminders for our Ashley Learning 

Powers or how we should behave 

towards each other. 

Sometimes we reflect  on the success of a lesson using our Ashley Learning Powers.  

You may also have seen one of us come home with a sticker on our work or on our jumper. If so, please ask what we did well! 

Please turn over to 

read our Top Ten   

Encouragements for 

Learning at Ashley 

Junior School. 

Every week children from Year 5 or 6 introduce the Friday                          

Assembly with a short sketch, frequently using our puppets. 



 

So what is 
the secret 

to the     
success of 

Ashley 
Junior 

School? 

Our secret is that we don’t keep it a secret!    

Look at all these different ways we share in our 

successes and discuss how we can improve in our 

learning powers. 

 

In assembly we celebrate together in the achieve-

ments of individual children outside of school as 

well as teams representing our school in sports / 

curriculum events with other schools.  

We love to hear about the achievements of chil-

dren, staff and parents  which show how we all use 

our Ashley Learning Powers outside school and as 

adults too. 

We would love to have some more examples from 

parents, relatives and ex– pupils too! 
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Teachers as Learners: 

Our teachers are enthusiastic about learning. Within our own staff 
meetings, we reflect on the learning processes and encourage 
each other. Within this supportive climate, the teachers are willing 
to take risks, experiment with new ideas and, most importantly, 
learn from their practice. 

Positive Role Models: 

In the classroom all our teachers model learning themselves 
using our Ashley Learning Powers. We admit when we don’t 
know the answer to a question and think together about how we 
should try to find out more. We are reflective and talk about times 
when things went wrong and how we would do it differently next 
time. 

What do the children at Ashley Junior School think? 

We interviewed 6 boys and girls from different year groups about 

“Learning”. Below are some quotes from the children when asked, “Is 

your teacher a good learner and how do you know?” 

“My teacher goes on courses and then “Wow!”,  she has learnt so much and 

changes the way she teaches.”( Year 4) 

“She visits other classes so she learns more.”( Year 3) 

“Teachers learn from other teachers how to teach better .”( Year 3) 

“She listens to our ideas and keeps them in her head in case she needs to 

use them.”(Year 4) 

“She marks our tests carefully so she can see what we need to learn and 

how our brains function.” (Year 6) 

“If we do something in topic she’ll relate it to something we are doing in 

another piece of our learning”.  (Year 5) 
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Learning Power: Thinking 

At Ashley Junior School India the Elephant   

represents “Thinking” because elephants are     

regarded as one of the most intelligent       

creatures on earth. They are well known for 

their problem-solving, communication and 

memory skills. They grow and learn throughout 

their lives. 

“Think left and think right and 

think low and think high. Oh, the 

thinks you can think up if only 

you try!” Dr. Seuss 

Thinking is about: 
 

 Seeing challenge as  

opportunity 

 Questioning 

 Reasoning 

 Creativity and          

imagining 

 Being curious 

 Researching 

 Problem solving 

 Making links 

 Analysing 

 Reflecting 
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Resi l ience at  Ashley Junior  School  

By developing a culture in our school of talking about how we find some 
things hard and that making a mistake will help us to understand where to 
go next with our learning, the children become more supportive. They will 
work in a pair to support a less confident reader. They will give up some of 
their break time to help a friend with their math’s passport. They also be-
come less critical of their own or others’ errors.  

Through group work activities, class discussions and guided reading, the 
children learn how to speak in front of others, justify their opinions and ac-
cept the ideas or suggestions of oth-
ers without giving up. 

Teachers will tell stories about them-
selves as a learner and when they 
needed resilience to persevere. Resil-
ience is the key feature of good learn-
ers and successful people, which is 
why we have made it the trunk of our 
learning powers tree. 

What you say will make a difference to your 

child’s learning: 

 ”Why don’t you give it a try?”  Through doing   

different things we enrich our lives and believe in 
our own ability. 

Use the word “yet” as often as you can. Help them 
to see the possibility that they will be able to do this 
in the future. 

“I can see you have improved”. Compare “then” 
with “now” and praise the hard work that got them 
there. 

What have visitors said about Ashley Junior School learners? 

“Children talk about how they know if they have been successful, they demon-

strate resilience and are able to articulate what decisions and choices they can 

make independently to support their learning.” ( Stella Counsell, Primary Phase 

Inspector, September 2014) 
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Learning Power: Resilience 

 

At Ashley Junior School Presley the Lion         

represents “Resilience” because he tries out dif-

ferent ways of doing things, perseveres and never 

gives up, which makes him King of the Jungle. 

“Mistakes are the portals 

of discovery.” 

James Joyce. 

Resilience is about: 

 Persevering and showing          

determination. 

 Focussing 

 Learning from mistakes 

 Commitment 

 Adaptability 

 Risk taking 

 Self belief 
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In our reading journals we often use “Thinking Hats” to help 
us organise our ideas. Sometimes we also use them to help 
us structure a piece of non chronological writing, such as a 
balanced argument. We might also organise our thinking in 
other ways by looking for similiarites and differences, 
producing a table or a diagram. 

In our writing we  use the Narrative Questions to help us 
recall a story and  they help us to include lots of detail in our 
own writing. 

In maths, we sometimes need to find more than one 
possible solution to a problem. Also by talking together, we 
sometimes find there are often several ways to solve a 
problem. 

 

What you say will make a difference to 

your child’s learning: 

“What have you learned today?”                           

This changes the emphasis from doing to 

learning and is more specific. 

Value your child’s questions and try to    

answer them together. As an adult, model  

curiosity  and wonder about the world 

around us. Do not feel you have to know all 

the answers! 

What have visitors said about Ashley Junior School learners? 

“Pupils’ attitudes to all aspects of learning are consistently positive.”  (Stella 

Counsell, Primary Phase Inspector. September 2014) 

“The behaviour of all groups of pupils is usually very good in lessons. The level of 

pupils’ concentration in lessons and their desire to learn were key features of 

lessons which inspectors observed during the inspection. According to parents, 

staff and pupils themselves, this is  typical of pupils’ experiences most of the 

time.” (Ofsted December 2014) 
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At Ashley Junior School Itchy the Monkey             

represents “Independence” because he learns 

skills to achieve his best when on his own in the 

world. 

Independence is 

about: 
 

 Organisation and     

resourcefulness 

 Perseverance 

 Setting your own 

goals 

 Challenging your-

self to have a go! 

 Choosing to be        

focused 

"You have brains in your head. You 

have feet in your shoes. You can 

steer yourself in any direction you 

choose."  Dr. Seuss 

Learning Power: Independence Reflect ion at  Ashley Junior  School  
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In all our classes we value the time spent on reflection. This might involve 
reading the marking and acting on the comments or it could be a class or 
group discussion about their work. A written dialogue is encouraged. 

In a pupil survey “Written comments by teachers in your book” was voted 
number 1 for encouraging and 
developing children.  

At our school, the children 
gradually become more 
skilled at self evaluating their 
own work or the work of their 
peers in a constructive way 
and can set themselves real-
istic “next steps”, thereby tak-
ing control of their own learn-
ing. 

What you say will make a difference to your 

child’s learning: 

 “You’re getting better” (whenever the         

opportunity arises. Learning is all about      

improvement which requires patience and 

practice with lots of encouragement.) 

“Of course you’ve made a mistake - it’s part of 

learning”. Mistakes can be good if you learn 

from them. If you are not challenged and   

making mistakes then you are probably not 

learning anything new. 

What have visitors said about Ashley Junior School learners? 

“Feedback is valued and carefully planned. Pupils reflecting on their learning and 

responding to teachers’ marking is timetabled daily. Pupils are able to discuss 

this part of their learning with understanding, this was particularly impressive in 

Year 3 where pupils are so new to this approach.” ( Stella Counsell, Primary 

Phase Inspector, September 2014) 

“Teachers mark pupils’ work very thoroughly and use pupils targets effectively. 

They show clearly how well they have done and how they can improve their work 

further.“ (Ofsted, December 2014) 
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At Ashley Junior Merlin the Seal represents    

“Reflecting” because he helps us think about what 

we are learning and how we learn.  

Learning without reflection is 
a waste; reflection without 
learning is dangerous. 

Confucius 

Reflection is about: 
 

 Working out how and what to 

learn before we start 

  
 Recognising what went well in 

our learning and being willing 

to change along the way 

 

 Accepting mistakes as a tool 

for learning 

 

 Thinking about what you 

have learnt from the things 

you have done 

 

 Knowing what learning is and 

how you learn best 

Independence at Ashley Junior School PAGE 7 

At our school the children grow in self awareness and 
learn to make sensible choices about which tasks they 
can complete on their own and when they need to ask 
for help. 

As part of independence we expect the children to 
recognise and manage their distractions. We encourage 
the children to select the right resources for themselves. 

If you look around our classrooms, you will see some of 
the ways we help the children to be independent: using 
narrative questions, visual timetables and learning walls 
showing what we have recently learned in class . 

 

What have visitors said about Ashley Junior School learners? 

“Pupils demonstrate ownership and therefore responsibility. Pride in their 

work.” (Stella Counsell, Primary Phase Inspector, September 2014) 

Pupils are very clear about what they are expected to learn in lessons, and about 

their targets.”  (Ofsted 2014) 

What you say will make a difference to your 

child’s learning: 

“What do you think you could do?”                               

Help them to manage the struggle they experience 

when learning something new by asking questions 

using  What? Why? How? Getting there with support 

is much more fulfilling for them than if an adult jumps 

in and takes over! 

Give your children small tasks of responsibility at 

home (even if they are not as thorough as you!) 
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At Ashley Junior School Anton and Antoinette, the 

Ants, represent “Collaboration” because there are 

times when you can achieve more by working       

together than you can individually. 

Teamwork divides the 

task and multiplies the 

success! 

Collaboration is 

about: 
 

 Working together as 

a team for a shared 

outcome 

 Sharing tasks and 

roles 

 Being open to other 

ideas 

 Listening and       

responding 

 Taking turns 

  

Learning Power: Collaboration Col laborat ion at  Ashley Junior  School  PAGE 9 

Through taking part in collaborative activities, the children at our school become 

more able to notice other people’s actions, empathise, listen and imitate. Pupils 

learn to express their feelings and manage them. They show respect to each other 

and are respected by others. Their self esteem improves. 

Every year we have an Arts Week. Sometimes this 

will involve every child in the class contributing to a 

large piece of art work or a display. They may also 

work   together to recite a poem or learn a song to 

perform to the whole school. 

For many weeks in the year we run a Paired Read-

ing Session across the whole school where the 

children share a book with a child from a different 

year group. 

 

What have visitors said about Ashley Junior School learners? 

“Teachers across the school establish very good relationships with all             

pupils.”  (Stella Counsell, Primary Phase Inspector, September 2014) 

“The Learning Support Unit is very successful in helping vulnerable pupils 

achieve well in their work. They also make big strides in their personal            

development.” (Ofsted, December 2014) 

“Children enjoy taking on responsibility, as in the school council.” (Ofsted,      

December 2014) 

What you say will make a difference to 

your child’s learning: 

Say encouraging things when your child 

is beginning to learn something new– 

even when it isn’t quite perfect. 

“Everybody’s brain is wired differently, 

and we have to make sure each part 

works as well as it can.”  Within a group 

we will all have different skills and we can 

all get better at everything! 
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